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Who Benefits From Health System Change?

David M. Cutler, PhD

The organization of medical care is changing more rapidly now than at any point in the last century. For decades, health care was a cottage industry: physicians practiced independently or in small groups and had arms-length relationships with hospitals, imaging and laboratory facilities, and other health care entities. Those organizations alternately competed and cooperated as part of an informal local health care system.

Recent years have seen the advent of large, integrated, corporate medicine. Today, the typical US city has 3 to 4 integrated health care systems, generally anchored around large hospitals and extending to suburban areas. These systems are conglomerations of hospitals, primary care and specialist physicians, outpatient facilities, and postacute care facilities. There remains a fringe of unaffiliated institutions and physicians, but the number of such institutions is declining.

Why is this occurring? And who benefits from it? Three reports in this issue of JAMA examine this question. Joynt and colleagues examined the question of why consolidation is occurring, focusing on the conversion of not-for-profit hospitals to for-profit status. During their study period (2002-2010), 237 hospitals (5.2% of their sample) converted from not-for-profit to for-profit status. For each converting hospital, the authors identified up to 3 matched control hospitals based on size category, teaching status, and region. In their primary analysis, they compared clinical and economic outcomes 2 years before conversion to 2 years after conversion and used difference-in-differences models to minimize any temporary economic and clinical outcomes occurring just before the conversion and to identify changes that occurred after a reasonable period.

A central finding of the study by Joynt et al was that hospitals that converted from not-for-profit to for-profit status had very poor financial performance prior to conversion. The typical converting hospital had a patient-based operating margin ([net revenue from patient care and related revenue – total operating expenses]/net revenue from patient care and related revenue) of −6.6% and a total margin ([total revenue – total costs]/total revenue), including non-patient care activities, of −1.2%. Performance at this level is clearly not sustainable. Thus, part of the rationale for conversion is to stabilize cash flow.

Based on the findings of Joynt et al, hospitals converting to for-profit status were successful at this. Between 2 years before and 2 years after conversion, operating margins at converting hospitals increased by 3.2%, and total margins increased by 2.2%. Operating margins remained negative, but the hospital as a whole would break even. This improvement in margins was significantly greater for the converting hospitals than for a set of matched controls.

Joynt et al were not able to determine the factors associated with cash flow improvements, but they did rule out some explanations. The authors showed that neither Medicare reimbursement nor the number of Medicare admissions changed in the converting hospitals, nor did these hospitals experience an abnormal reduction in Medicaid admissions. What are the converting hospitals doing? There are several explanations. First, converting organizations may be able to increase revenue from private payers. Price increases may be possible if converting hospitals joined a large health care system or more inpatient or outpatient referrals could be obtained. Second, the for-profit organization could be better at reducing costs. Billing and insurance-related services can often be streamlined, and wages higher than market levels might be reduced. Third, some costs might simply be shifted to another level in the organization. The debt of the converting hospital may be serviced at the corporate level rather than the hospital level, which would make the hospital’s balance sheet look better even in the absence of a reduction in the actual debt. Similarly, some of the “back office” costs (such as for billing services or human resource functions) may be paid for centrally. Differentiating among these explanations is a clear need in evaluating the financial outcomes of for-profit conversions.

Operating losses are not the only explanation for the recent surge in organizational changes, nor is switching to for-profit status the only form of change occurring. Health care entities that provide medical care are consolidating to raise capital for investment in facilities and equipment (the for-profit acquisitions of Detroit Medical Center and Caritas Christi in Boston both involved promises of new investment); to take advantage of economies of scale, such as in buying and maintaining information technology; to negotiate risk-based contracts with insurers; and to develop deeper referral networks in markets with declining inpatient admissions. The multifactorial nature of consolidation suggests it almost certainly will continue.

A second piece of the consolidation puzzle is who benefits from consolidation. The reports in this issue of JAMA by Robinson and Miller and by Baker and colleagues suggest that health care organizations and perhaps physicians benefit, in the form of higher prices. Robinson and Miller examined total spending for more than 4.5 million patients in California physician organizations owned by physicians, by local hospitals, or by multihospital systems. Using total medical spending data from 2009-2012, the authors estimated that medical spending was 10.3% higher in organiza-
tions owned by local hospitals and 19.8% higher in organizations owned by multihospital systems in comparison with physician-owned organizations. Baker et al used national data to address a related question. Using Medicare data, the authors grouped physicians into organizations based on the tax IDs under which they bill, allowing the authors to characterize the physician marketplace in each area along the continuum from more to less concentrated. After merging the physician consolidation data with a sample of medical records for nearly 50 million people nationally and examining how consolidation was related to reimbursement for a new or established office visit, Baker et al estimated that reimbursement for these outpatient services ranged from 5% to 15% higher in the most concentrated areas compared with the least concentrated areas.

The reports by by Robinson and Miller and by Baker et al have different strengths and weaknesses. Robinson and Miller had good information on the organizational structure of the physician practices they examined. In contrast, the tax ID used by Baker et al is a less precise measure of physician organization. Physicians may bill under multiple organizations, depending on the contract and insurer. However, Baker et al used a stronger spending measure; their prices reflect a specific delivered service. Robinson and Miller, in contrast, used a measure of spending that could vary with the degree of illness of patients and thus may reflect differences in the underlying patient population rather than by physician organization ownership alone.

However, both studies have limitations. The primary weakness of each report is the cross-sectional nature of the analysis. It is possible that high costs lead physicians and other health care practitioners to merge their services. Pressure from payers to reduce spending is likely greater in these high-cost areas, for example, and consolidation may offer an attractive solution. Alternatively, factors such as the presence of academic medical centers may lead to a different organization of care and different overall levels of spending. Some evidence for this view is provided by Baker et al, who showed that the relationship between consolidation and price was much smaller when looking within states—ie, when including state fixed effects in the model—than when looking at all variation, whether within states or across states. Factors that vary at the state level are associated with private prices, not just local consolidation.

Baker et al recognize and partially address the issue of causality and secular change using time series data. Specifically, they related changes in prices between 2003 and 2010 to both the level of consolidation in 2002 (when contracts for 2003 would likely have been written), as well as to the change in consolidation over time. Their analysis showed that prices increased more in areas that were less competitive originally and, for some specialties, that increases in concentration were associated with increases in prices. These results are highly sensitive to specialty and specification, however, and so should not be treated as strongly as their cross-sectional results.

Although reverse causation and omitted variables are a concern, these factors are unlikely to explain all of the results, particularly when viewed in the context of prior related work. An extensive literature on hospital consolidation and spending uniformly shows that hospital mergers are associated with greater spending.5–7 The finding is so consistent that it would be surprising if it were different for physician consolidation.

Consolidation can affect more than spending. However, the nonprice consequences of consolidation have been much less studied than the price consequences. Quality is a clear area of concern. Neither Robinson and Miller nor Baker et al examined any quality aspects of consolidation. Joynt et al examined the association between for-profit conversion and processes of care (such as using appropriate medications for patients with myocardial infarction), nurse staffing ratios, and mortality rates. They showed no differential changes in quality between converting and nonconverting hospitals. This can be taken as a good sign (ie, becoming a for-profit hospital does not worsen outcomes) or a bad sign (ie, improving financial performance does not lead to better outcomes). The results reported by Joynt et al are consistent with some other research,8 although not all. Another set of studies has shown that for-profit hospitals are more likely to invest in profitable services and to avoid unprofitable services than are not-for-profit hospitals.9 This aspect of operations was not studied by Joynt et al. Beyond what Joynt et al measured, other natural measures of quality include investment in services such as electronic medical records and decision support software, coordination between inpatient and outpatient settings, resources devoted to uncompensated care (both hospital and physician), and time spent in teaching or medical research.

Along with quality, it would be valuable for studies to measure efficiency. Even though consolidating institutions may increase prices, that does not mean that their underlying costs have increased. Instead, it may be that consolidating institutions are more efficient, and that they pocket the difference between higher prices and lower underlying costs. A hospital that owns physician practices may coordinate discharges more appropriately, leading to shorter lengths of stay, even as it charges more for each admission. Resource use is not measured in any of the 3 studies reported in this issue, nor has the literature generally differentiated between resource use and reimbursement. However, the idea behind many of the policies contained within the Affordable Care Act is that integration will lead organizations to become more efficient, and this efficiency will ultimately appear as lower prices. Initial evidence from the Medicare Accountable Care Organization program reveals cost savings for many institutions, most of which are large organizations of the type considered in these studies.10 Along with quality changes, understanding the resource implications of consolidation is a key research area.

Another important issue in evaluating these results is the payment environment in which these systems are operating. Small physician practices and hospitals generally are not particularly savvy about the details of reimbursement. In contrast, large systems can devote much more time and resources to learning about reimbursement systems and how to respond to them. The implication is that consolidation may increase the sensitivity of health care expenditures to environmental conditions. The data from the 3 studies reported in this
issue of JAMA are all from the period when payments were largely on a fee-for-service basis and patient cost sharing was relatively low. These findings may not necessarily translate to the current rapidly changing environment, in which payments are increasingly rewarded on a value basis, not a volume basis, and in which patients have significant cost sharing for services received. Such a payment system could lead to more systematic cost savings.

The experience so far is that consolidation has been good for many health care organizations and entities and for many clinicians and practitioner groups, with little clarity on how it has affected patients. Understanding how consolidation is related to resource use and quality of care, and how consolidated institutions will change in a changing health care system, will be fundamental in measuring the winners and losers in the new organization of care.
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